








Bands (8) 3.98 µm, 7.35
µm, 8.28 µm, 8.63 µm, 9
µm, 10.53 µm, 11.33 µm
12.05
Spatial
I FOV 60 m
Range 600 km (±25.3° a
626 km)















( 13.2 deg. at 626km)




20 MBPS Direct Broadcast
(Net downlink throughput –10 Mbps)
Downlink:
- Select Spectral Bands




Module (IPM) transform algorithm
into mobile agent
One Possible HyspI RI IPM Ops Concept Image data products-Phil Dennison 2008
create, edit, test









Low Fidelity HyspI RI IPM Testbed
• Hardware
• Xilinx Virtex-5 ( GSFC Space Cube 2)
• 2 x 400MHz PPC
• 100MHz Bus
• 2 x 512MB SDRAM
• Dual Gigabit Ethernet
• Support Linux kernel 2.6.31 (gcc version 4.2.2)
• Support software running in standalone mode for better performance
• Can stream raw data up to 800 Mbps
• Ready for operations
• Band-stripping
• Algorms:cou,suur,oo,erma,,,,,osps,agaeooms,ec.ithldlffldthlSWILNDVINDWISIWIililllblt
• Corrections: geometric, radiometric, atmospheric
• Core Flight System / dynamic software bus
• CCSDS File Delivery Protocol
• DeayoerantlTl
	 Network
• CASPER / onboard planning
• Fault monitoring / recovery software
• S/C command and telemetry software
• Data compression
• Sensor Web for Autonomous Mission Operations
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• GSFC Space Cube 2 core FPGA
• Configured as dual 400MHz PPC design
• Capable of running with Linux or in a
standalone mode
• Enables the development team to
verify the Virtex-5 while the GSFC
Space Cube 2 is finalizing the design
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Low Fidelity HyspI RI IPM Testbed
• Generates test data and streams it
to the board at rate up to 800Mbps.
• Allows the board and the data
generator workstation to connect at
Gigabit speed.
• Ext3 formatted file
system with Linux
libraries and tools
• Provides an easy
method for debugging




r	 r	 Not Optimized!
256MB	 1564	 2365	 FPGA not leveraged
.	 r	 r




















































N DW I 589 44 836 62
Disclaimer: Code not optimized. Performance based on a 400MHz PPC design. 	 6
IPM Process Chain
Level 0 Yes	 ‐
r	 r
Level 1R Yes	 ‐
r	 r
Atmospheric Automation in progress 	 -
Correction
• r	 r
Dynamic JPL	 In Testbed
Algorithms WCPS/SWAMO
r	 r
Geometric L1G	 -
Correction
• r	 r
Compression
•
CCSDS	 Card Available
Downlink
r	 r
N/A	 -
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